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Energy Academic Group News 2020 EAG Chair Delivers Keynote Address a…
EAG Chair Dan Nussbaum at CoDRM 2019
EAG Chair Delivers Keynote Address at 2019
Scientific International Conference
Dr. Daniel Nussbaum, Chair of the Energy Academic Group, was the keynote speaker at the
2019 Scientific International Conference “Defense Resources Management in the 21st
Century (CoDRM 2019)”, organized by the Regional Department of Defense Resources
Management Studies, under the auspices of Carol I National Defense University, in Brasov,
Romania, 07–08 November 2019.
The theme of the conference was Complementarity Between NATO and EU in Supporting
Security and Stability, and Dr. Nussbaum spoke on the topic Energy Security—A new EU-
NATO Challenge and a Bridge Between NATO and EU in Supporting Security and Stability.
His talk, attended by approximately 100 people, covered the following topics: What is
energy security?; Why do NATO and the EU care about energy security?;  Resource
Management challenges due to energy security; and some tools for addressing these
challenges. The presentation was well received, and there is now an opportunity for a more
long-term and strategic relationship between NPS and the Carol I National Defense
University.
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